Quartz OA: Just Open Access
Building the cooperative route to fair, sustainable and independent open access publishing.

How does it work
1. Quartz symbolizes economic support in this graph

What's in it for me

Libraries, institutions, funders:
- automatically channel funds to open access journals that are relevant to your researchers
- optimize your open access strategy & support fair OA.

Individual academics:
- contribute to the sustainability of fair OA publishing
- get recognition for your contributions to OA journals.

Independent OA journals & publishers:
- access additional streams of funding
- access a supportive network of scholars
- reward the academics' contributions to your journals.

What's next?
1. Establishing the cooperative
2. Conducting pilots with journals and libraries

Interested to learn more and become an early member of our community? Get in touch!

Website                    Blog                                            Twitter: @QuartzOA